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Abstract
We present the second in a series of studies into the forward tracking system for a
future linear e+e− collider with a center-of-mass energy in the range from 250 GeV to
3 TeV. In this note a number of specific challenges are investigated, that have caused
a degradation of the tracking and vertexing performance in the forward region in
previous experiments. We perform a quantitative analysis of the dependence of the
tracking performance on detector design parameters and identify several ways to
mitigate the performance loss for charged particles emitted at shallow angle.
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1 Introduction
A high-luminosity, high-energy, linear e+e− collider yields excellent opportu-
nities for precision tests of the Standard Model of particle physics. The combi-
nation of precisely calculable electroweak production and strict control of the
initial state with the relatively benign experimental environment and state-of-
the-art detector systems allow for a characterization of Standard Model and
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new physics processes with a precision that goes well beyond what can be
achieved at hadron colliders.
Two projects exist that pursue the creation of a linear electron-positron col-
lider (referred to as Linear Colliders or LC in the remainder of this note):
• The proposal for an International Linear Collider (ILC [1]) is based on
existing super-conducting Radio-Frequency (RF) cavity technology. In the
baseline design the ILC is envisaged to reach a center-of-mass energy of 500
GeV. Early stages of the physics programme are likely to involve running
at a center-of-mass energy of 250–350 GeV to study the properties and
couplings of the Higgs boson and to characterize the production threshold
for tt¯ pair production. The possibility to upgrade the ILC to a maximum of√
s = 1 TeV is a crucial requirement to the design.
• To reach larger center-of-mass energies, the accelerating gradient obtained in
the previous scheme is insufficient. The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC [2])
aims to open up the energy regime up to several TeV using a novel technol-
ogy, where a drive beam is used to provide power to the room temperature
RF cavities of the main Linac.
The physics case for a linear e+e− machine has been made in great detail
in References [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. The specific case of a multi-TeV e+e− collider is
discussed in References [10,11,12]. Recently, the focus has naturally shifted
to a precise determination of the properties of the boson [13,14] discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). However, a linear collider that covers
the energy regime from several hundreds of GeV to several TeV offers a much
broader programme of Standard Model measurements and searches for new
phenomena. The interplay of the broader LC programme with respect to the
LHC is studied in Reference [3,15].
A very active programme exists aimed at the development of detectors for a
linear collider [16]. Innovative approaches towards calorimetry, tracking and
vertex detectors are pursued in detector R & D collaborations. Two detector
concept groups have prepared complete detector designs [17,18]. The same two
detector concepts have been adapted to the CLIC environment [10].
In a previous article [19] we discussed the relevance of the detector perfor-
mance at small polar angle for a number of key LC physics analyses. It is
found that increasingly abundant many-fermion final states are often not con-
tained in the central detector. We have moreover identified several potentially
important processes, such as di-boson production, t-channel production of new
particles, or Higgs boson production through vector boson fusion, that exhibit
a strong preference for the forward region. This study established that, as the
center-of-mass energy enters the 0.5-3 TeV regime, the track reconstruction
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performance in the polar angle 1 region from 5◦ < θ < 30◦, corresponding to
87 mrad < θ < 520 mrad, or 0.87 < cos θ < 0.996, acquires a much greater
relevance than at previous e+e− colliders.
Reconstruction of charged particles in the polar angle range from 5◦ < θ < 30◦
faces a number of specific challenges. The forward tracker in many experiments
has not performed as well as the central tracker in key aspects like the mo-
mentum resolution, vertex reconstruction performance or the material budget.
The aim of this paper is to quantify these effects and explore ways to mitigate
their impact on the overall physics output of the experiment.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction of the
LC detector concepts. The software and tools used to perform the simulation
studies are briefly outlined in Section 3. In the subsequent sections we provide
quantitative results on the following aspects of the tracker performance:
• Section 4: the contribution of beam-induced backgrounds to the hit density.
• Section 5: the momentum measurement for charged particles.
• Section 6: the reconstruction of the primary and secondary production ver-
tices of charged particles.
• Section 7: the pattern recognition capabilities of the detector.
In Section 8 we summarize the findings. In an appendix a number of techni-
calities of forward tracking are discussed.
2 Detector concepts
Most collider experiments adopt a cylindrically symmetric geometry where the
magnetic field in the tracking volume is provided by a large solenoid. This is
the case for all ILC and CLIC detector concepts proposed until today. Many
of the challenges of the forward tracking region are closely related to this
geometry and are relatively insensitive to the details of the detector design.
In many cases we can expose the dependence of the performance on detector
design parameter by studying a generic simplified geometry.
To provide more quantitative and realistic estimates of the tracking perfor-
mance, however, one needs to fill in the details of the detector design. In this
1 Our notation corresponds to the usual cylindrical coordinates, where the z-axis
coincides with the beam line and the field lines of the solenoidal magnetic field, r
denotes the radial distance from the beam line in the plane perpendicular to z and
φ is the azimuthal angle. We also use the polar angle θ that varies from θ = 0o when
the vector is aligned with the beam line, to θ = 90o when it is perpendicular.
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note we consider a detailed detector concept developed for the ILC [17] and
later adapted to the CLIC environment [10].
Fig. 1. A lateral view of the innermost part of the ILD detector. Figure prepared
for the ILD Detailed Baseline Design [20].
A lateral view of a quadrant of the ILD detector is shown in Figure 1. A brief
description of the most important features of the ILD and SiD [18] detector
concept follows.
Both concepts are based on the particle flow concept that combines the energy
measurements of different sub-systems – the tracker information for charged
particles, the electromagnetic calorimeter for photons, and the hadronic calorime-
ter for neutral hadrons – to achieve an unprecedented jet energy resolution.
The inner layers of the calorimeter system are formed by a highly granular
Si-W calorimeter. In the outer layers iron may be used as absorber material
(but running at a center-of-mass energy of one TeV and beyond may require
tungsten also for the hadronic calorimeter to achieve a compact system that
can contain hadronic showers of highly energetic particles). The granularity
is also reduced to the level that relatively large cells (made of scintillating
material) can yield an accurate measurement of the particle multiplicity. The
calorimeter system is inserted in a superconducting solenoid that provides an
approximately axial magnetic field with a strength of 3.5 Tesla for ILD (4
Tesla in the CLIC variant of the detector concept) and 5 Tesla for SiD.
Both concepts envisage a conical beam pipe that limits the acceptance of the
tracking system to approximately 5◦ < θ < 175◦. In the Silicon Detector con-
cept the entire tracking volume is instrumented with silicon-based devices. A
compact pixel detector close to the interaction point acts as a vertex detector.
The 5 cylindrical layers in the barrel part of the detector are complemented by
4
end-cap disks to provide nearly uniform five-point coverage down to a polar
angle of 12.5◦. The vertex detector is surrounded by 5 barrel layers and 4 disks
equipped silicon micro-strip detectors.
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Fig. 2. Leftmost panel: the number of hits attached to 100 GeV muons in the gaseous
and solid tracking subsystems versus polar angle θ in the ILD design for the ILC.
The number of hits in the TPC is referred to the leftmost axis. The number of hits
in the silicon detectors (including the vertex detector) is indicated with different
shadings of grey. Rightmost panel: the detector material in radiation lengths versus
polar angle. The beam pipe is accounted for in the SIT+FTD material. Both figures
are reproduced from Reference [17].
The ILD [17] detector relies on a large Time Projection Chamber for recon-
struction of charged tracks. The vertex detector and innermost tracker layers
are based on silicon pixel and micro-strip detectors, respectively. The choice of
a smaller magnetic field (3.5 T instead of the 5 Tesla in SiD) drives the size of
the detector. The outer envelope of the TPC is equipped with additional sili-
con micro-strip detectors. The polar angle coverage of the different subsystems
of the ILD tracker is indicated in figure 2, where the number of hits attached
to 100 GeV muons is shown as a function of polar angle. The Time Projection
Chamber provides full coverage down to a polar angle of approximately 37◦.
Below that angle the number of read-out rings gradually decreases. The last
TPC ring corresponds to a polar angle of just over 10◦. The central innermost
tracking system, consisting of the 3 × 2 layers of the barrel vertex detector
and the two layers of the Silicon Internal Tracker (SIT), provides eight precise
measurements down to 26◦. The innermost and middle double layer of the
vertex detector extend out to approximately 16◦. The seven Forward Tracking
Disks (FTD) provide up to five measurements for tracks at small polar an-
gle. The Silicon External Tracker (SET) and Endcap Tracking Disks (ETD)
provide a precise space point with large lever arm down to approximately 10◦.
The ILD tracking detectors are extremely transparent. A thin Berylium beam
pipe contributes 0.07% of a radiation length (X0). The material budget of
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the vertex detector is 0.16% X0 per double ladder, each innermost Forward
Tracking Disks contributes only 0.12% X0, and the layers equipped with µ-
strip detectors represent 0.65% X0/layer. Figure 2 clearly indicates how the
material in the TPC is concentrated in the end-plate.
The design for the CLIC tracker elements is modified in several ways to cope
with the increased in background levels [21]. The most important modification
from the point of view of the overall detector performance is the increase in
the radius of the innermost vertex detector layer (r = 2.6 or 3.1 cm instead
of the approximately 1.5 cm in both concepts for the ILC). Of particular
importance for the forward tracking region is the end-cap system of the pixel
vertex detector, that is added to the CLIC-ILD design to recover the forward
coverage lost due to the increase of the inner radius of the barrel system. The
redesign of the beam pipe leads to a slight loss of acceptance for very shallow
tracks.
We have chosen to show results for the ILD concept. However, at the qualita-
tive level all conclusions apply also to the SiD tracker.
3 Track reconstruction
An extensive set of tools is available to study the challenges of forward track-
ing at a quantitative level. We used two fast simulation packages, the Linear
Collider detector toy, or LiCToy [22], and a custom setup based on the CMS
track fitter. LiCToy uses an idealised helix model, with multiple Coulomb
scattering, to simulate the particle trajectory in a solenoidal field, while the
second package propagates the trajectories of charged particles through an
arbitrary magnetic field map. A simplified detector geometry is constructed
based on simple geometric shapes (cylinders and disks). The hit positions are
smeared with a Gaussian or uniform distribution. In both packages the track
fit is performed using a Kalman filter that takes into account interactions with
the detector material.
The LC detector concepts have developed (full) simulation suites, relying on
GEANT4 [23] to simulate the interactions of particles with a detailed detector
model. We use the chain consisting of Mokka [24] for the interactions with the
detector, the Marlin [25] package for reconstruction, and LCIO [26] to persis-
tify objects. The LDCTracking package involves a track fit taking into account
material effects. Recently, a completely new tracking software toolkit [27] was
adopted by ILD, including a pattern recognition algorithm for the forward
direction based on cellular automatons [28].
The fast simulation tools were validated by comparing their results on a num-
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ber of simple geometries. A further cross check was performed against the
LCDTRK [29] package, that is based on an analytical calculation of the co-
variance matrices [30]. All codes are found to agree within errors when run on
the same benchmark geometry.
3.1 Forward track reconstruction
In this paper we discuss a number of challenges of tracking in the forward
region that are either not present or less severe in the central detector. Often,
the forward region is considered even more special, so much so that it would
require dedicated track reconstruction algorithms. In the following we argue,
by means of an example, that general-purpose 3D trajectory propagation al-
gorithms are adequate for the entire detector.
The trajectory of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field is described
by a helix. Five parameters are sufficient to describe the whole trajectory.
For analytical calculations it is useful to break the helical trajectory down
into two projections. In the r− φ view our ideal particle describes a circle. In
the r − z view the helical trajectory yields a sine wave, often approximated
by a straight line for high momentum tracks. In Figure 3 we show these two
projections for a particle leaves the interaction point (0,0,0) at a polar angle
of 45o. In the uppermost Figure the track leaves hits on horizontal (barrel)
layers with a small error in rφ and a weak constraint on z. The second set of
figures in the lowermost panel corresponds to the same particle traversing the
end-cap.
In the past, limitations of CPU time and other resources have led experiments
to use the analytical solution for an ideal particle in the rφ and rz projections
for track finding or even the final track fit. In the projections barrel and end-
cap provide a different set of constraints on the trajectory. In the rφ projection
the trajectory, and in particular the momentum, is less constrained by the end-
cap detector.
In the last decades, however, a sophisticated machinery has been developed
to deal with the fully general case. Numerical 3D trajectory propagation al-
lows to remove the evident limitations of the analytical approach, by taking
into account energy loss and multiple scattering in detector material and by
performing the propagation with a realistic magnetic field. All modern experi-
ments use this much more general approach in the final track fit. Even in areas,
such as pattern recognition or the trigger, where one used to resort to a simpler
treatment, the 3D formalism is rapidly taking over. It seems safe, therefore,
to assume the ILC or CLIC experiments will have access to the general 3D
treatment at all stages of track reconstruction, including track finding.
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Fig. 3. The projections of a helix trajectory on the rφ and rz planes. The hits on
solid state detectors along the trajectory are indicated for two situations: the upper-
most drawings represent a cylindrical barrel detector geometry and the lowermost
drawings correspond to the endcap of the tracker.
Using the full 3-D information the trajectory of the particle at θ = 45◦ in
our example is equally constrained by the barrel and end-cap setups. We find,
using the CMS Kalman filter track fitter on a toy geometry, that this is indeed
the case. The track parameter uncertainties in Figure 4 at θ = 45◦ are identical
whether the track fit is fed with rφ and z measurements on horizontal (barrel)
layers or rφ and r measurements on vertical disks.
The analytical approach with projections on the rφ and rz planes has ceased
to be relevant for the design of the experiment. There is no longer a need for
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Fig. 4. The uncertainty on the transverse momentum (leftmost figure) and longi-
tudinal momentum (rightmost figure) as a function of polar angle θ. The results
correspond to 100 GeV tracks emitted at a polar angle of close to 45◦ and measured
in a toy detector, consisting of equally spaced cylindrical layers (blue lines) or disks
(red lines). For θ = 45◦ both setups yield identical results.
dedicated algorithms to propagate or fit tracks in the forward detector.
4 Environment: background
When two bunches of the ILC collide, beam particles radiate photons under
the influence of the electromagnetic field of the opposite beam. These beam-
strahlung photons convert into electron-positron pairs through several pro-
cesses known as coherent and incoherent pair production. The interaction of
the colliding bunches is modeled using a dedicated generator GuineaPig [31,32,33].
The electrons and positrons produced in the interaction between the colliding
bunches are generally emitted at small angle with respect to the beam axis and
with small momenta. In the intense magnetic field in the tracking volume, the
large majority of background particles curl up in spirals with a small radius.
If the downstream structures are carefully designed coherent pair production
has a negligible contribution to the hit density of the detector. Incoherent pair
production, on the other hand, produces a small but significant fraction of the
electrons and positrons with a transverse momentum exceeding 100 MeV. The
number of produced pairs and their pT spectrum vary strongly with the final
focus parameter and the center-of-mass energy, leading to an uncertainty of a
factor 3–5 in the number of particles reaching the innermost elements of the
tracker and vertex detector.
The γγ → hadrons process produces charged particles at a much lower rate
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than the pair production processes. Due to the much harder momentum spec-
trum, however, charged particles can reach the outer layers of the detector,
where this process is the dominant background source.
Detector Hit density
element (hits/mm2/BX)
VXD1 3.2× 10−2
VXD6 2.4× 10−4
SIT2 4.0× 10−5
FTD1 10−3 -
10−5
FTD7 1.0× 10−5
Fig. 5. Background levels due to incoherent pair production in the inner track-
ing system of the ILD detector concept for 500 GeV operation of the ILC (in
hits/mm2/BX). The table shows average densities over the detector surface, ex-
cept for the innermost vertex detector disk (VXEC1) and the innermost forward
tracking disk (FTD1), where the densities at the innermost and outermost radius
are shown separately. The figure is reproduced from Reference [17] and is based on
the nominal set of final focus parameters.
The direct hits due to electrons or positrons with relatively large transverse
momenta are complemented by hits due to particles reflected off the mate-
rial that surrounds the beam pipe further up- or downstream (small angle
calorimeter systems). The result of a complete GEANT4 [23] simulation of
100 bunch crossings in the ILD detector at the ILC is shown in Figure 5.
The forward region of the tracking system receives a non-negligible amount
of background hits. The background hit density in the inner rings of the first
three disks is of the order of several times 10−4hits/mm2/BX, comparable to
that of the outermost vertex detector layers. Typically half of the hits on the
forward tracking disks are due to particles reflected from upstream structures.
The occupancy due to background depends on the detector integration time
with respect to the bunch structure of the collider. The envisaged bunch struc-
tures of ILC and CLIC are very different. For the ILC “cold technology” based
on superconducting cavities it is foreseen that every 200 ms there is a very
brief (∼ 1 ms) bunch train consisting of 1312 bunches colliding at regular
intervals of 500 ns. Existing detector concepts with a time resolution smaller
than ∼ 500 ns can therefore distinguish individual bunch crossings at the ILC.
The hit density in the CLIC-ILD tracker layers due to incoherent pair pro-
duction and γγ → hadrons, based on the study of Reference [34], is shown in
Figure 6. The layout of the innermost layers is modified with respect to the
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Detector Hit density
element (hits/mm2/BX)
VXD1 7× 10−3
VXD6 8× 10−4
SIT2 7× 10−5
VXEC1 7× 10−3
- 2× 10−4
FTD1 4× 10−3
- 1× 10−4
FTD5 9× 10−5
- 3× 10−5
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Fig. 6. The background hit density (in hits/mm2/bunch train) in the innermost
tracking system of the ILD detector in the CLIC environment at
√
s = 3 TeV.
The contributions of incoherent pair production and γγ → hadrons are added. The
table shows average densities over the detector surface, except for VXEC1, FTD1
and FTD5, where the densities at the innermost and outermost radius are shown
separately.
background map for ILC in Figure 5. In particular, the innermost layer was
moved to r = 3.1 cm, instead of the 1.5 cm at the ILC [21]. The CLIC bunch
structure is is different as well; every 20 ms a short train of 312 bunches at
0.5 ns intervals collides. Sub-bunch train time-stamping at CLIC requires new
read-out concepts to be developed. The results are therefore presented as the
hit density per train of 312 bunch crossings. And, finally, the contribution of
γγ → hadrons is included for CLIC. The contribution of incoherent pair pro-
duction is dominant in all layers of the inner tracking system except for the
barrel tracker (SIT) and for outer radii of the forward tracking disks, where
the contribution of γγ → hadrons reaches a similar level [34].
The hit density in the forward tracker presents a constraint and a challenge to
the design. To cope with the background levels a combination of fast read-out
and high detector granularity is required.
5 Momentum resolution
The recoil-mass method to determine the couplings of the Higgs boson is a
central piece of the LC physics programme. It requires excellent momentum
reconstruction for muons with E ∼ (√s −mH)/2 [35]. In a high-energy col-
lider, a similar requirement is derived from the analysis of the H → µ+µ−
decay [36,37]. Therefore, all LC detector concepts aim for excellent momen-
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tum resolution for charged tracks, usually specified as:
∆
1
p
[GeV]−1 = 2× 10−5 ⊕ 10−3
p[GeV]
(1)
The first term applies to the asymptotic resolution for high momentum tracks,
where multiple Coulomb scattering in the detector material is negligible. The
second term constrains the material budget of the tracker. At this level the
tracker resolution has negligible impact on the energy resolution of the particle
flow algorithm: ∆pT/pT  ∆Ej/Ej for all relevant momenta.
Compared to previous experiments, the momentum resolution requirement of
the linear collider experiments implies a very significant improvement. The
LEP experiments reached 5× 10−4 GeV−1 [38,39]. The LHC general-purpose
experiments quote a relative transverse momentum resolution σ(pT )/pT for
central 100 GeV particles in the range from 1.5 % (CMS [40]) to 4 % (AT-
LAS [41]), corresponding to ∆(1/pT ) = 1− 4× 10−4 GeV−1.
In the following we discuss the dependence of the transverse momentum res-
olution on the polar angle. An important caveat must be kept in mind. The
ability of the experiment to reconstruct narrow resonances decaying to pairs
of charged particles depends on the precision of the total momentum measure-
ment (rather than on that on the transverse momentum). Indeed, the total
momentum is the relevant quantity for most physics analyses. It is therefore
more reasonable to aim for a uniform resolution for the (1/p) measurement,
than to require a constant ∆(1/pT ) over the whole detector. As the polar angle
at the production vertex is measured with excellent resolution the uncertainty
on the total momentum is generally dominated by that on the transverse mo-
mentum: ∆pT/pT ∼ ∆p/p. While in the central detector ∆(1/p) = ∆p/p2 and
∆(1/pT )) = ∆pT/p
2
T are identical, in the forward region both quantities differ
by a factor (sin θ)−1 (in the limit of perfect θ measurement). This factor can
be quite important, i.e. for tracks emitted at 20◦ the two quantities differ by
nearly a factor three.
5.1 Performance & detector design
To expose the dependence on the parameters of the tracker design we consider
an analytical approximation before turning to the simulation. The asymptotic
momentum resolution for high-energy charged particles of a tracker consisting
of N equally spaced layers 2 with spatial resolution σrφ in a magnetic field B
2 The Gluckstern formula is valid for N >10. But, even for only five space points
involved in the track fit of the most forward particles, the exact numerical constant
approaches 720N+4 to within 7 %.
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Fig. 7. The transverse momentum resolution versus polar angle θ for single muons
in the ILD detector, obtained with the LiC detector toy fast simulation [22,42].
In the leftmost panel the result for 100 GeV muons (dashed line) is compared to
the prediction of the Gluckstern formula (continuous line). The spatial resolution
of the latter is chosen such that the performance of the central detector is in good
agreement. The three graphs in the rightmost panel correspond to momenta of 1
(blue dotted line), 10 (green dashed line) and 100 GeV (red continuous line).
(in Tesla) and with lever arm L perpendicular to the magnetic field (in meters)
is given by [43]:
σ(pT )
pT
=
√
720
N + 4
σrφ
pT
0.3BL2
, (2)
Assuming uniform quality of the instrumentation (i.e. all cylindrical layers
and disk provide measurement with the same resolution σrφ and adopting
the aspect ratio of the ILD experiment, the asymptotic transverse momentum
resolution in the absence of multiple scattering for 100 GeV tracks has the
polar angle dependence shown in the leftmost panel of Figure 7. We find a
considerable degradation of the performance, over more than an order magni-
tude, towards smaller polar angle. This is entirely due to the reduction of the
projected length (on the transverse plane) of the trajectory L.
Superposed in the same Figure is the LiCToy result for the approximate ILD
geometry. The curves follow each other rather closely for polar angles within
the TPC acceptance (down to approximately 25◦). This is indication that the
design provides rather uniform quality. In ILD this is achieved due to the
partial cancellation of two effects; the decreasing number of space points in
the TPC leads to a degradation at small polar angle that is more pronounced
than the Gluckstern prediction in formula 2. The spatial resolution of the
TPC depends, however, on the drift distance through the gas volume. The
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parameterization in the simulation has [17]:
σ(rφ)[µm] = 50µm⊕ 900µm sinφ⊕ 28µm sin θ ×
√
∆z[cm] (3)
where ∆z is the drift distance in centimeters. The resolution of space points
close to the endplate is much improved. Therefore the forward performance
recovers partially.
The momentum determination of the most shallow particles rests primarily
on the measurements in the Forward Tracking Disks. For polar angles below
16◦ the number of measurements is reduced to 4-6. The simulation envisages a
spatial resolution of 7 µm, which is clearly insufficient to stay on the Gluckstern
curve.
The discussion so far has focused on relatively high momentum tracks. The
performance of a realistic tracker design for particles with a momentum below
several tens of GeV is dominated by multiple scattering and thus depends
crucially on a tight control of the detector material. LiCToy results for the
transverse momentum resolution of particles with momenta of 100 GeV, 10
GeV and 1 GeV in the ILD detector are compared in Figure 7. In agreement
with the functional form of equation 1 the resolution for 10 GeV particles
is degraded by a factor 4 and that for 1 GeV particles by a factor 40. In
the ultra-transparent tracker design of ILD the material term in equation 1
becomes comparable to the first term for p ∼ 50 GeV, the energy of muons
from Z-decay in ZH production at
√
s = 250 GeV.
5.2 Discussion
The parameters that govern the momentum resolution for forward tracks are
highly constrained by the overall detector layout (and cost). A factor two
improvement of the momentum resolution requires to double the magnetic
field or the length along z of the tracking volume. Neither of these are viable
in the ILD and SiD design, where the total cost of the experiment receives
large contributions from the coil (whose cost is approximately proportional
to the total stored energy) and the calorimeter system (whose cost scales
roughly with the length). Additional measurement layers do provide a means
to improve the momentum resolution for very high momentum tracks, but
the extra material severely damages the ability of the experiment to precisely
reconstruct the abundant low momentum tracks in the forward region. The
parameter that remains is the precision of the space points. To achieve the
best possible momentum resolution, detector R&D must pursue devices that
provide better rφ resolution without increasing the material budget.
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6 Vertex reconstruction
The identification of heavy flavour jets through the displaced vertex of long-
lived beauty and charm hadrons has proven to be a crucial technique in pre-
vious experiments. Even for 500 GeV to 1 TeV operation charged particles
carrying the lifetime information in the jets are often quite soft. Therefore,
flavour tagging depends crucially on the precise reconstruction of low momen-
tum (< 10 GeV) tracks, where multiple scattering dominates the performance.
6.1 Performance & detector design
The ILC detector concepts have drawn up severe requirements on the vertexing
performance of their tracking systems. The goal is usually expressed in terms of
the following parameterization of the transverse impact parameter resolution
in a cylindrical vertex detector with uniform spatial resolution and material:
∆d0[µm] = a[µm]⊕ b[µm]
p[GeV] sin3/2 θ
(4)
The LC concepts have formulated a goal of a = 5, b = 10. The value of the
material term b is increased to 15 in the CLIC requirement. To achieve excel-
lent flavour tagging a similar resolution on the longitudinal impact parameter
is required, as well as excellent two-track resolution.
The transverse impact parameter resolution requirement in equation 4 repre-
sents a considerable improvement over vertex detectors built at collider ex-
periments to date; the constant term is better by a factor 2–4 than what
was achieved at previous e+e− colliders and at the LHC. Achieving the re-
quirement for the second (material) term is even more challenging; it has to
decrease by a factor 6–10 with respect to most previous experiments. Indeed,
the requirement in Formula 4 (together with the assumed inner radius of 15
mm) implies that the vertex detector must be built with a strict material bud-
get of order 0.1% of a radiation length per layer, a factor three better than
the best material term achieved so far (by the SLD vertex detector) with:
∆d0[µm] = 9[µm]⊕ 33[µm]
p[GeV] sin3/2 θ
. (5)
The sin−3/2 θ form for the polar angle dependence of the the impact parameter
resolution (the second term in equation 4) can be understood as follows. The
distance of the innermost barrel layer to the interaction point increases as
sin θ. Multiple scattering is proportional to the square root of the material
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thickness in radiation lengths [44]. For an ideal detector of constant thickness
this is proportional to the path length through the detector, that grows as
sin θ. Following the same argument we can rewrite equation 4 for the case of
polar angles where the first measurement is on an end-cap disk:
∆d0[µm] = a[µm]⊕ b[µm]×
L
R
p[GeV] cos3/2 θ
. (6)
Due to the different orientation of the disks the sin−3/2 θ dependence is replaced
by a cos−3/2 θ form. The numerical constant b of equation 4 is multiplied by
the ratio L
R
of the distance L (along z) of the disk to the interaction point and
the inner radius Ri of the barrel detector. Note that equation 6 ignores the
contribution of the beam pipe.
6.2 Simulation
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Fig. 8. The generic vertex detector layout. The choice of parameter is described in
the text.
We evaluate the performance of the simplified layout shown schematically in
figure 8. The most important parameter of the detector design is the inner
radius of the innermost barrel layer and the disks. In particular the material
term b is proportional to the inner radius [21]. In the ILC experiments the
minimal distance is limited to approximately R ≥ 15 mm by the pair back-
ground. The CLIC vertex design envisages an inner radius of approximately
3.1 cm. To avoid the envelope of the intense core of pair production the beam
pipe of the LC concepts has a conical shape beyond a certain |z|-value, such
that in practice the minimum inner radius depends on the z-extension of the
barrel or z-position of the disks.
The spatial resolution of the rφ and z (r) measurements of each layer (disk)
is set to 3 µm, the material to 0.12 % of a radiation length per layer. The
gap between barrel and end cap structures must be minimized for optimal
performance, within the boundary conditions due to mechanics and services.
We consider z = 1 cm. Finally, the spacing between layers has relatively little
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Fig. 9. The transverse impact parameter resolution versus polar angle θ for single
tracks in the toy vertex detector specified in the text. The two curves in the leftmost
panel correspond to particles with a momentum of 1 GeV (black) and 100 GeV
(yellow or grey). The functional form of equation 4 is fit to the result in the interval
90◦ < θ < 17◦ (red or dashed curves). The rightmost panel zooms in on the forward
region.
impact on the performance and is fixed to d = 0.8 cm and d = 2 cm, in barrel
and endcap, respectively.
The transverse impact parameter resolution of the ILC toy detector with Ri =
1.5 cm is presented in Figure 9. The two curves correspond to particles with
a momentum of 1 GeV (black) and 100 GeV (yellow/grey) and thus give
an estimate of the b and a parameters, respectively. The functional form of
equation 4 is fit to the result in the interval 90 < θ < 17◦ (red/dashed curves).
The parameterization yields an adequate description of the observed curve in
the central region of the detector (this holds also for full simulation results).
With these aggressive design assumptions the LC requirements are met in the
central region. The parameter a in the constant term is less than 2, well below
the required value of 5. A b parameter in the material term of 8 is achieved,
again better than the required value of 10.
The functional form of equation 4 implies a steady degradation of the vertexing
performance towards the forward region, that is inherent in the cylindrical
layout of the barrel vertex detector. The degradation is certainly significant
for 100 GeV particles, but the a term remains below 5 for the complete polar
angle range considered. The material term b increases much more strongly.
The combination of the larger extrapolation distance with the increase in
the amount of material traversed by particles at shallow angle, has a strong
impact on the performance. The uncertainty on d0 for low momentum particles
doubles from 8 to 16 µm before reaching 30◦ and doubles again between 30◦
and 20◦.
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The parameterization of equation 6 for particles that leave a first hit on an
end-cap disk is found to be in qualitative agreement with the simulation.
The zoom image of the forward region in the rightmost panel of Figure 9
indeed shows how the resolution improves sharply beyond the barrel-endcap
transition at approximately 15◦. This is primarily due to the reduced path
length through the detector material. As the polar angle is reduced further
the resolution improves until the coverage of the first disk is insufficient and
a disk at greater z-distance from the interaction point takes over.
6.3 Discussion
One can see from the results of this simple model that a detector with a short
barrel cuts off the sin−3/2 θ growth of the impact parameter resolution early
and provides better performance at any polar angle. The rationale for the
long barrel geometry adopted by ILD only becomes clear when more realism
is added to the material budget. Even a minor contribution to the material
budget in the conical region marked with a (red) fill pattern in Figure 8 leads
to a severe degradation of the impact parameter of (low momentum) tracks
emitted in that direction. It is noted here, however, that the long barrel layout
cannot provide full polar angle coverage. The forward disks in this design
are too distant from the interaction point to provide good performance. The
vertexing performance for very shallow tracks is thus sacrificed.
The desire to keep the material in the “no-go” cone to an absolute minimum
leads to a number of engineering challenges. Clearly, the beam pipe, that
is traversed at an unfavourable angle, must be kept as thin as possible. A
potentially even bigger threat are the services and support structures of the
barrel vertex detector. To maintain good vertexing performance for particles
that leave their first hit on the end-cap it is vital to route the services of the
barrel over the end-cap. Also the supports and end-of-ladder area of the barrel
vertex detector must avoid the “no-go” cone as much as possible.
7 Pattern recognition
The particle flow paradigm requires unambiguous association of all charged
particle trajectories to energy deposits in the calorimeter. Confusion due to
reconstruction inefficiency, badly reconstructed tracks or accidental combina-
tions of hits yielding fake particle candidates must be kept to a minimum. The
tracker at a linear collider experiment must therefore be capable of excellent
pattern recognition.
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A number of reasons render pattern recognition in the forward region of the
detector more challenging than in the central detector:
• As discussed in Section 4 the hit density due to beam-induced background
drops rapidly with increasing radial distance from the interaction point.
The forward tracking devices closest to the beam pipe must therefore cope
with severe background levels. This is further amplified by other background
sources with a markedly forward profile like γγ → hadrons production.
• The strong magnetic field leads to an abundance of low momentum particles
that leave the tracking volume curling through the forward tracking region
(so called loopers). These represent a challenge to pattern recognition.
• The LC detector design have elongated tracking volumes, with an aspect
ratio of approximately 75%. The larger distance between layers leads to a
larger uncertainty on the extrapolated position on the next layer.
In this section we relate pattern recognition requirements to the detector de-
sign. We do not attempt to derive an analytic expression, as we did for the
momentum resolution. Pattern recognition is, however, important in the for-
mulation of the detector specifications. We present quantitative arguments in
Section 7.1, based on the hit density of signal and background events, that
motivate the choice for high-granularity devices in the innermost layers. We
discuss the formation of ghost hits in µ-strip detectors in Section 7.2 and put
forward a detector design that minimizes their impact. We also discuss, in
Section 7.3, the precision that should be required of the r-measurement of the
tracking layers.
7.1 Detector occupancy
The foremost marker to optimize the detector granularity is the detector occu-
pancy. At the LC it is safe to assume a single signal or physics event contributes
to the detector occupancy. To this signal occupancy we must add the contri-
bution of a certain number of beam-induced background events. The exact
number of overlaid bunch crossings depends on the integration time and time
stamping cababilities of the detector and may vary from one sub-system to
the next. The total occupancy may be given as the sum of the occupancy
from the physics event OP and the background occupancy OB. We determine
a representative OP in e
+e− → tt¯ events. The background density OB is based
on Figure 5. For the innermost Forward Tracking Disk at the ILC one obtains
the following average hit density:
Op +OB = 1× 10−4 hits
mm2
+ 1.6× 10−4 hits
mm2BX
(average). (7)
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This number reflects the number of charged particles traversing the corre-
sponding detector element per unit area and time. It must be multiplied by
the (average) number of channels that fires for each hit. As this is a technology-
dependent quantity we do not include this factor here. Note that a threshold
is applied for the energy deposition in the detectors that is also (mildly) tech-
nology dependent [45].
The hit density is subject to large event-to-event fluctuations. In the innermost
detector layers jets can provoke a local occupancy that is two order of mag-
nitudes larger than the average occupancy. The average occupancy moreover
depends strongly on the position in the detector. The variation is particularly
pronounced in the forward tracking disks, where the innermost ring has to
deal with 10 times more background than the outer regions of the same disk.
The peak hit density from signal and background in the innermost Forward
Tracking Disk at the ILC then becomes:
Op +OB = 1× 10−2 hits
mm2
+ 1.6× 10−3 hits
mm2BX
(peakvalues). (8)
Locally, in the core of jets, the contribution of physics event can exceed the
background density from a single bunch crossing by an order of magnitude.
The relative contribution of the background hits depends on the technology
chosen to equip the detector. At the ILC bunches cross every 500 ns. With
fast electronics a single bunch crossing can be integrated and the high local
density of signal events forms the tightest requirement. Micro-strip detectors
are fast enough that single bunch crossings at the ILC can be identified. For
10 cm long, 50 µm wide strips a peak occupancy of 6% per BX is obtained,
which is well over the maximum (more on this in the discussion of ghost
hits). Therefore, detectors with finer granularity are required. Several candi-
date technologies [46,47] can produce devices with a cell area of 25 × 25 µm2
and a read-out time of 50 µs. The peak occupancy due to signal in the core
of jets is less than 10−5, allowing for robust pattern recognition. When the
background hits from approximately 100 bunch crossings are added, the total
occupancy becomes 1 × 10−4. The total occupancy remains at a comfortable
level, as the very small pixel area (reduced by nearly four orders of magni-
tude) compensates for the increased integration time (100 bunch crossings as
opposed to a single bunch crossing). The LC detector concepts have therefore
opted for pixel detectors in the innermost Forward Tracking Disks.
An alternative solution is offered by the fine pixel CCD detectors [48] that
integrate the 1312 bunch crossings of the bunch train. The occupancy is kept
at an acceptable level by reducing the pixel size to below 10 × 10 µm2.
At CLIC the bunch crossings are spaced by only 0.5 ns. It is assumed that the
tracking and vertex detector integrate hits over the train duration of 156 ns.
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Time stamping with a precision of 10 ns is sufficient to reduce the expected
background occupancy to an acceptable level [10]. Low-mass and low-power
hybrid pixel detectors with a pitch of approximately 25 × 25 µm2 [49] and
a read-out architecture based on TimePix [50] are expected to achieve this
requirement. Time stamping at the level of a single bunch crossing may be
possible with specially designed, ultra-fast detectors.
For very shallow tracks we cannot rely on the quiet layers at large radial
distance from the interaction point or the large number of measurements in
the TPC. The presence of closely spaced detectors, where track candidates
can be extrapolated to the following layer with an error of less than 10 µm,
and low occupancy, so that few new ambiguities arise, is crucial to sort out the
ambiguities that inevitably arise in track finding. To increase the robustness of
the forward system at CLIC the innermost forward tracking system is therefore
formed by six closely spaced and highly granular disks [21].
7.2 Ghost hits
Micro-strip detectors remain the most economical option in terms of channel
count and power density for large detector areas. In both cases the specifica-
tion of the rφ resolution is tightly constrained from the requirements on the
momentum and transverse impact parameter resolution.
For micro-strip detectors in the forward region this argument naturally leads
to the choice of radially oriented strips. To provide a precise measurement
of the rφ-coordinate that measures the track curvature the strips must be
aligned with z in the cylindrical layers and radially along r in the disks. The
constraint on the second coordinate (z and r, respectively) detector is very
poor, as we can only infer that the particle traversed a given strip (typical
sensors produced from 8 inch wafers are up to 10 cm long, often several sensors
are ganged to produce even longer strips).
A more precise determination of the second coordinate is obtained if two mea-
surements are combined. If the second sensor is rotated by 90◦, the second
coordinate is measured with the same resolution as the primary rφ measure-
ment. This configuration has, however, rather poor performance in a dense en-
vironment. Whenever more than one particle traverses a sensor, several ghost
combinations appear that cannot be distinguished (using local information)
from the three real hits. An example is shown in Figure 10. The total number
of valid hit combinations scales with N2, where N is the number of particles.
A solution to the problem of the ghost hits, adopted for example by the LHC
experiments, is to use a small stereo angle of 40–100 milliradians. The com-
bination of the two stereo measurements yields a determination of the second
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the formation of ghost hits in micro-strip de-
tectors with 90 degree stereo angle (leftmost image). The incidence positions of two
particles are indicated as filled red dots. Two additional valid combinations of the
1D information of both detectors are indicated as open circles. The rightmost image
demonstrates how detectors at a 10 degree stereo angle produce no ghost hits in the
same situation.
coordinate, with a precision that depends on the stereo angle (better resolu-
tion is achieved at larger angle). A more extensive discussion of the resolution
is left for Section 7.3. The rightmost panel of Figure 10 shows that no ambi-
guities arise in the same situation as before if the strips are rotated by a 10
degree stereo angle. As each micro-strip overlaps with only a limited number
of stereo strips, the probability to find a second hit in an overlapping stereo
strip is greatly reduced.
Quantitatively, the ghost hit rate depends on the hit density in the detector
and the detector design (pitch and sensor dimensions). In Figure 11 the num-
ber of ghost hits in in 100 × 100 mm2 sensors with 25 µm pitch is compared
to the real occupancy due to particles incident on the sensor. The five curves
correspond to stereo angles of from 1 milliradian to 90◦. For a given stereo an-
gle the ghost hit rate is negligible until a critical occupancy is reached. Beyond
that point the rate increases very rapidly. Soon ghost hits are more abundant
than the correct combinations and form an important source of confusion to
the pattern recognition stage. The critical occupancy depends strongly on the
stereo angle; smaller stereo angles help delay the onset of sufficient ghost hit
contributions to large real occupancies. In practice, this feature of micro-strip
detectors limits their use to environments where the occupancy is below the
percent level. For the innermost disks in the LC detectors the peak occupancy
is well above this level, adding yet another argument for the preference of
pixelated devices in the innermost disks.
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Fig. 11. The ratio of the number of ghost hits and the number of particles travers-
ing the sensor versus strip occupancy. The curves correspond to five values of the
stereo-angle, from 1 mrad to pi/2 rad.
7.3 Precision of the r-measurement
The rφ measurement is crucial for the determination of the particle momen-
tum. The innermost layers, that play an important role in the reconstruction
of the primary and secondary vertices, must measure a second coordinate to
constrain the longitudinal impact parameter and polar angle of the trajec-
tory. The measurement of the r-coordinate in the outermost disks, however,
does not affect the final trajectory parameters significantly. The r-coordinate
is measured to yield sufficient constraints on the trajectory for pattern recog-
nition to converge.
In the previous section we have adopted a small stereo angle to avoid the
presence of ghost hits. The combination of the two stereo measurements allows
to reconstruct 2-dimensional space points, where the resolution on the rφ and
r coordinates is given 3 in terms of the space point resolution σ of each of the
3 It is easy to see that these relations hold for the binary case, where σ = p/
√
12,
but they hold quite generally. Consider two strips with pitch p that cross under an
angle α. The intersection forms a rhombus with short axis w = p/ cos (α/2) and long
axis h = p/ sin (α/2). The projection along these axes yields triangular distributions
with RMS = w/
√
24 and RMS = h/
√
24, hence the factor
√
2 in the denominator.
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measurements and the stereo angle α:
σ(rφ) =
σ√
2 cos (α/2)
,
σ(r) =
σ√
2 sin (α/2)
For small values of α the rφ measurement improves by a factor of approx-
imately 1/
√
2. The combination of both 1D measurements yields an r reso-
lution of approximately σ
2α
. For α = 100 mrad, the r resolution is 20 σ, i.e.
approximately 100 µm in typical detectors.
During the track finding phase a seed is grown into a full-length track by
extrapolation to the following layer and addition of compatible hits. A poor
measurement of the r-coordinate render the extrapolation to the following
layer inaccurate. If the uncertainty on the extrapolated position increases too
much, many spurious hits may be found compatible with the poorly consrained
trajectory of the track stub.
To quantify this argument we propagate seeds generated in either highly gran-
ular or low-density regions 4 with a rudimentary implementation of the com-
binatorial algorithm used in the LHC experiments. Each seed is propagated to
the next layer with the Kalman filter also used for the final track fit. If a hit
is found whose location is compatible with the extrapolated position within
error, the hit is added to the track stub and propagated to the next layer. If
no compatible hits are encountered, the candidate is not propagated further 5 .
If multiple hits are found, a new track candidate is spawned for each compat-
ible hit, and all track candidates are propagated in parallel (hence the name
combinatorial). If sufficient constraints are available, the fake candidates en-
counter no compatible hits on further layers and do not grow into full-length
tracks. However, if the probability to add spurious hits is non-negligible in all
layers, or the number of layers is limited, the resulting confusion may not be
resolved.
As an example, we consider inside-out track finding in three pixel disks and
four micro-strip disks. The distance between disk 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3
and 4 is 11 cm. From there on, the distance is increased to 25 cm. All layers
measure rφ with 10 µm precision. The pixel disks achieve the same precision
in r, while the micro-strip disk provide no constraints on r. The uncertainty
4 The former option corresponds to inside-out track reconstruction, starting from
the vertex detector and pixel disks, while outside-in reconstruction starts from the
outer silicon micro-strip layers located in the region with lower hit density
5 In real-life implementations a limited number of missing hits is allowed to account
for inefficiency of the detector layers. Here, no inefficiencies are simulated and a hit
must be found on each layer that is crossed.
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Fig. 12. The uncertainty on the extrapolated rφ- (closed markers) and r-coordinate
(open markers). The leftmost panel corresponds to the extrapolation of a pixel
triplet to the fourth disk. The rightmost panel corresponds to the extrapolation
from the 5th to the 6th disk.
in the rφ- and r-coordinate is shown in Figure 12 as a function of particle mo-
mentum for two different steps in the inside-out pattern recognition process.
The leftmost panel corresponds to the extrapolation over 11 cm of a triplet
of pixel detector hits to the fourth tracking disk. Three precise measurements
of the r-coordinate are sufficient to constrain the trajectory in the rz projec-
tion (where the track model reduces to a straight line in the high momentum
limit). The three equally precise rφ measurements provide a poor constraint
of the track curvature, due to the short lever arm of the first disks. Therefore,
the rφ measurement is predicted with relatively poor precision. The rightmost
panel shows the situation after the track candidates are propagated through
another couple of disks equipped with micro-strip detectors. To clearly show
the difference, these detectors are assumed to measure only the rφ-coordinate.
As a consequence of the addition of two further points with precise rφ mea-
surements and large lever arm the rφ-prediction is improved considerably for
high momentum tracks. At low momentum the large separation of the disks
degrades the precision considerably. The r-measurement, on the other hand,
is degraded very strongly. The lack of further measurements to constrain the
relevant degrees of freedom of the track fit leads to a steady growth of the
uncertainty of the extrapolation.
The precision with which track seed and stubs can be extrapolated to the next
layer is crucial for pattern recognition. If the uncertainty in the extrapolated
position can be kept to a minimum, few spurious hits are compatible (within
errors) with the trajectory. A quantitative marker is the area of the error
ellipse in each extrapolation step. The axes of the ellipse are given by the
uncertainties in r and rφ position of the extrapolated track. Any hit in the
area of the ellipse must be assigned to the track.
In Reference [21] the area of the error ellipse in outside-in track finding is eval-
uated for different assumptions on the precision of the r-measurements of the
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Fig. 13. Expected background hit rates inside track-extrapolation error ellipses pro-
jected from a track stub formed by measurements on six µ-strip disks onto the
outermost forward pixel layers. The rφ-resolution is fixed at 5 µm and the resolu-
tion in r is varied between 5 µm and 5 mm. The scale on the right axis gives the
are of the respective error ellipses. The background occupancy is assumed to be 2
hits per mm2 and bunch train.
forward tracking system. In Figure 13, the area of the error ellipse on disk N
is shown. The x-axis ranges from an r-resolution below 10 µm, corresponding
to highly granular devices with rectangular pixels, to the poor r-measurement
of micro-strip detectors with a small stereo angle. The intermediate region
corresponds to elongated pixels with an r-dimension of several 100 µm. A sec-
ond scale indicates how many background hits are typically found within this
area, which is a good measure of the confusion term in each pattern recog-
nition step. The result for high momentum tracks is indicated by the (blue)
dotted curve. In this case the area depends linearly on the r-resolution. For
low-momentum tracks the confusion increases. A clear saturation is moreover
observed, as at one point the multiple scattering contribution to the uncer-
tainty prevents further improvement of the extrapolated position. This result
shows that a precise r-measurement can render pattern recognition much more
robust. Beyond an r-precision of the order of 100 µm little is gained for low
momentum tracks, that are the hardest to reconstruct efficiently and cleanly.
We conclude, therefore, that the design of the forward region should aim for
moderately precise r-measurements in all tracking layers.
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A number of stress tests have been performed to evaluate how strongly the
standalone pattern recognition performance of the Forward Tracking Disks
depends on the design assumptions. A strong increase in the material or in
the read-out time can degrade the pattern recognition performance to an un-
acceptable level.
In the forward tracking system, pattern recognition must converge after only
a small number of measurements separated by large distances. The devices
that equip the Forward Tracking Disks should provide two-dimensional space
points to reduce the ambiguities in the track finding stage. We find that the r
measurement with moderate precision that is readily provided by micro-strip
detectors with a small stereo angle is adequate for this purpose.
8 Summary & conclusions
In a previous paper [19] we have argued that as e+e− colliders are built to
reach higher and higher center-of-mass energy, the relevance of the forward
and backward regions of the detector design for the overall performance of the
experiment increases considerably.
In this work we identify the main challenges of the forward tracking system
and relate them to the detector design in a quantitative fashion.
The transverse momentum resolution is degraded in the forward region, ap-
proximately as 1/ sin3/2 θ, due to the unfavourable orientation of the magnetic
field. To maintain good peformance for tracks emitted at small polar angle,
emphasis should be given to the development of detectors with excellent spa-
tial resolution for the rφ-coordinate, while maintaining the strict material
budget.
The vertex reconstruction performance for charged particles emitted at small
polar angle is also degraded. An endcap detector equipped with precise and
thin pixel detectors can check the 1/ sin θ3/2 growth of the impact parameter
resolution, but this requires a very strict control of the material in the beam
pipe and the services and support in the barrel-endcap transition.
Efficient and clean track reconstruction demands highly granular devices in
the innermost regions of the detector, where the background density is highest.
Robust pattern recognition moreover requires the determination with moder-
ate precision of the r-coordinate of hits in all forward tracking layers.
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